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Joseph became a member of Goldsmith Chambers upon completion of pupillage in April 2019. He accepts instructions
in all areas of Chambers’ practice, with a particular focus on crime, civil and immigration matters.
Joseph is also instructed as Junior Counsel in the Grenfell Tower Inquiry.
Prior to the Bar, Joseph worked for a leading legal recruitment consultancy and volunteered at South West London
Law Centres. He read Law at the University of Cambridge and completed a Research Masters in Law at Queen Mary
University London.

Publications
‘Reconstructing Judicial Review’ (Publication Review), P. L. 2018, Oct, 788-791

Crime
Joseph regularly appears in the Crown, Magistrates’ and Youth Court. He frequently defends in a wide range of
hearings from trials to first appearances and sentencing. He also prosecutes Magistrate’s Court trials on behalf of the
CPS. Throughout his practice Joseph has gained experience of a broad spectrum of offences including violence,
dishonesty, drugs, public order, domestic violence and driving offences.
Joseph has completed specialist training in relation to vulnerable witnesses and youth advocacy.
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Goldsmith Building Temple
London
EC4Y 7BL
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E: clerks@goldsmithchambers.com
DX: 376 Chancery Lane

Immigration
Joseph has a growing immigration practice, appearing in substantive appeal, judicial review and bail hearings in both
the First-Tier and Upper Tier Immigration Tribunal.
Joseph has a strong commitment to improving access to justice and regularly accepts pro bono instructions from Bail
for Immigration Detainees and the Refugee and Migrant Forum of Essex and London.

Civil
Joseph’s civil practice spans a wide range of County Court work, from RTA and credit hire matters to contractual
disputes and landlord/tenant proceedings, acting in small claims and fast-track trials.
Joseph has a strong interest in civil actions against the police and has experience drafting advices and pleadings in a
number of such claims.

Memberships
The Honourable Society of Lincoln’s Inn
Lord Denning Society
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